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ABSTRACT

A French language program used in a Montessori school
with children in preschool through junior high grades is described.
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instruction. At the junior high school level, students enter either
an accelerated French program, grammar-intensive and
writing-oriented, or an advanced beginning level focusing on grammar
basics and spelling. Special student projects also allow language
learning to be expanded beyond the classroom. A curriculum outline
and list of expectations is appended. (MSE)
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Foreign Language InstrUttiOri within A
Montessori Environment

_A Montessori _learning environment
is
set
up to help
children becomeirideperideht leirneri by allowing them to make
choices and to direct their Work in a highly individual way
within a_warmg inviting, Material rich environment.
The teacher is_ a _resource_ for_learning just as each of the
materials in the_ClAttrOOM it._Ctassrooms are age mixed at
all levels so_ _that iilder thildrin can serve as role models
for younger_children arid to_thit_itidiViduals can progress at
whatever rate is Most teififortable_ for
them.
A preschool
class consists of children ranging in age from _two and one
half years up
to_ six _years. A ldWer_elementfry_class has
children aged six to eight and SO_On Up through_junior high.
When the French prograM was introduced to Lake Country's
Montessori classrooms eleven_yeart agO9 a decision was made
to set up_ a special
totally French speaking _environment
outside of the classroot that the children would_ come to
every_day. Much debate tOtik_ place _as to how the French
program_could become more MonteSSOPi in nature._ How could we
help the children to _betome Mate
independent_
in
their
learning, especially when the MajOritY _Of
itifOrMation
i4
imparted by the teacher of_ a_ 4tireigh language classroom?
This hardly allows for self-ditettidti and freedom of choice
on the_part_of the child. A_ compromise Was Met _by bringing
theFrench specialist into_the child's Mdtitetitiri environment
as well as _holding_separate French clattet._ Onte a week the
specialist works with
children
in
their
_tlattrdom
environment, interacting spontaneously
over
their
WOPIC.
Children can also_ choose at this_ time to work With the
specialist_individually. The spetialist_can
in
turn work
with a thild_who perhaps_needs More attention than
she is able to give in class._ Using both the lesson approath
and the spontaneous conversation approach seemed to provide
the balance we were seeking.
_Within the Monti:set:4H
clatartiOMS the French specialist
has_set up age appropriate_materials that_thildten can choose
to_work_with _at anytime; In the preschool the children use
felt board activitiesi _cassettes _with tongs that are sung
frequently, simple labeling activities teathin0 parts of the
body, colors, clothing, fruits and _vegetables, and finally

games that two children tan play together; Asa result

Of

having placed these
withing_
the
materials
clastroOM
environment, we have found that a wonderful undercurrent _Of
French is present in the classroom throughout the_day._ The
classroom directrices frequently hear an older_ child helping
a younger child_ remember parts of a song that the younger
child has forgotten or names of objects around the_classtoom.
Frequently when a child has begun work on
the_
French
materials in the classroom other children will gather round
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for a few minutes and share what they remember of
the
vocabulary; After a few minutes of discussion they will move
on to their other work; Children at this age will also take
expressions that they _have _learned In French such as C'est
boni" or 'Pas boni"
and use them in appropriate situations
within their classroom; It
is in this way that French moves
into the child's whole_ learning_ experience
rather
than
remairing a separate twenty minute class he/she goes to every
day;

The children
at
Lake
Country Montessori
Learning
Environments begin taking French from the day that they enter
school for the first time; for most of them this means at two
and one half years; The success of the program lies in the
solid base of vocabulary developed at an early age and,
equally as important, from the love and joy instilled in them
while learning another language;
In the
early years emphasis
is
totally
oral
on
comprehension; Little ones learn all Kinds of movements,
dances, songs, rhymes _and _stories as well
as_ a _core
vocabulary in areas such as:
parts of
the bjdy, colors,
numbers, family members, foods, clothing, and animals;
The most successful learning activities involve
rhythmic
clapping or chanting,
singing, and movement;
Poems and
stories that can be acted out are dramatized by the children
themselves; Musical instruments such as hand drums, hand
bells, tambourines and glockenspiels are used to heighten
dramatic moments and to create moods; Young children of two
and three years listen most of the time
not
but
do
necessarily speak; By the time the children are four most of
them participate actively and have good vocabulary retention;
They are eager to share what they know with others; A
younger child is in a much more unconscious state and will
not 'perform' for teacher or for parents! By the age of five
and six children who have been a part of our program for two
years are ready for simple labeling exercises of the parts of
the bird or the parts of the body; Some actually move into
reading simple stories such as 'Voila une pomme; Voila une
orange;" The stories must offer a lot of repetition and be
composed of vocabulary that the children are very familiar
with orally; Children age five and six are also ready to do
SIMple art activities that can enhance vocabulary and stories
being taught; My children know the verbs 'coupee, "collee,
and 'coloriee backwards and forwards and are always ready
with a "J'ai fini!' when sille activity is completed;
I
never
taught them these expressions; they were simply picked up as
we did several activities together!

_In_the lower elementary years the work follows closely
on the heels of
the
last
year
in
Children's House (our
preschool classroom); Children begin to make their own books
of jungle or farm or zoo animals;_ They begin a phonetic
spelling program in French. Cassettes of the words ape left
in the Montessori
classrooms where the children use then
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*long with_pictorial
representations
of
the
vocabulary.
Again labeling becomes an activity as the children match up
labels with the pictures;
As a follow up activity the
children draw and label
the pictures in their
own French
notebooks. Finally the children test each other on the
spellings of the words;
In the last year of Elementary I thr children
analyze
sentences in French in the same way they do in English.
Each
peri of speech
is represented by a geometric symbol._ When
the sentnce is written out, it can be coded with the
appropriate symbols and
every
part of
the sentence
is
analyzed for its function.
This is a good activity for
leaching observation and for understanding parts of speech;
The following symbols are used in Montessori classrooms to
label parts of speech:

a large black triangle

Noun

a large red circle

Verb

a small blue triangle

Article

a medium dark blue
triangle

Adjective

a tall skinny purple
triangle

Pronoun

4 Shall orange circle

Adverb

a green crescent

Preposition

i pink bar

Conjunction

4 Olden keyhole

Interjection

Finally, the oldest children in Elementary I perform a
shnrt French skit for their parent performance, memorizing
ane acting out lines in French.

The movement from lower elementary to upper elementary
is a psychic leap. The workload in the Montessori
classroom
itself_increases tremendously,
and frequently the French
specialist meets with responses such as: "I have too much

work to_do. I can't do French!' Obviously the perspective of
the child has changed and he or she sees the French as
something extra to be done in,one's spare time!
The work
done in French therefore has to change to impress the child
With how important it is as well as other classroom work;
Children in the nine to eleven year old level
seek more
structure in their
language
experience.
They art more
conscious of their peer group and subsequent criticism from
them.
Spontaneous explosions of French do not occur as
frequently as on the younger levels, even though the children
have a_sophisticated vocabulary built over several
years and
a confidence in their language ability;
There is a great
need for_more
detail.
Grammar becomes interesting
and
important fOr_synthesizing
new
information more quickly;
Ritdingl_Writing and_ spelling skills become
equally
as
important at_the oral skills. Greater emphasis is also given
td taik completion_
and
time
organization;
Regular
assignments are_made with the expectation that
the work
is
done_on the child's own time, either at home or in the
_Just as in the two younger levels the French specialist
spends forty-five minutes once a week
in
the Montessori
classroom working with
individual
children
in
a
more
spontaneous atmosphere. In addition to this float time we
added a third dimension to the Elementary Il program by
incorporating_a French cultural lesson presented to an entire
class of mixed nine to eleven year olds once a week; This
collective at_.the
Elementary II
level
offers
the
same
occation_fOr_behavior modeling as at the preschool level;
Iti_A forty-five minute collective
the
specialist offers a
fifteen MinUte pretentation on an aspect of
the French
speaking WOOld_and
then presents a
task which must be
accomplished within small groups. The older children are the
group leaders and_are_responsible for delegating tasks to the
younger children_in the group.
The entire
group works
together to_complete
their project and then shares what they
have done with the other groups. We have focussed on yearly
themes_such_as_ 'France:
Its geography and its history,'
'French in North AMeriCa" and 'French West Africa";
Weekly
projects_have varied _ from
drawing a bar graph of the
fluctuations of the French franc to designing
a
group
chateau. _Food representing various countries is introduced
periodicallY and Once a year each classroom makes a French
meal.
After all
of
this
excellent preparation students
entering our junior high program should be able to sail into
an academically rigorous program, n'est-ce pas? As in any
lecrning situation students don't always progress at the same
rate.
In addition, writing skills and grammar mastery seem
to require an entirely different set of skills than oral
comprehension and oral
proficiency. It is not unusual
to
find that A student who can converse quite easily is a
disaster at Spelling and grammar. Therefore the junior high

program marks a division where students go into either an
accelerated French programi much more grammar intensive and
writing orientedi or
into an advanced beginning level which
focusses on grammar basics and spelling;
It also allows for
the incorporation of students who are new to the school and
who have not been exposed to French previously;
Because of
the more
traditional format of regularly
scheduled lessonsi the junior high French specialist does not
have the weekly float time available to her within
the
classrooms;
Instead the
students
eat
lunch
with
the
specialist in small
groups where conversation can occur
naturally and can follow the interests of the students;
A second means of taking French beyond the French
classroom is a trimester project which requires the students
to creatively expand their horizons; Students can choose to
learn a French song and teach
it
to the class; They can
Vitit a French restaurant or prepare a French meal
at home;
They can go see a French film or playi read a French book or
magazinei or interview a French speaking person ald record it
on_tape. One of the more interesting projects done was a
video tape of a meal
prepared for guests who then had to
comment in French as each course was served!
The French program that we offer at Lake Country is by
no_means a
perfect
one;
Every
year
offers
subtle
refinementsi more discussioni and always
some
form
of
experimentation; The greatest asset that we have
is the
Stability of_our student population; When children begin
language work as
early
as two and one half yearsi
a
specialist hit_the opportunity to get to know them very well
by_the time
they arrive in the junior high.
This certainly
aids us in serving the needs of the children and in designing
a more individualized program;

Carolyn CranoFisK
Lake Country School
Montessori Learning Environments
3755 So. Pleasant Ave.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55409
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FRENCH OUTLINE AND EXPECTATIONS
Children's Rouse

LAKE COUNTRY SCHOOL

The 3,4 and 5 year olds experience learniag- a second language via two different modes:
1) A structured 20 minute intensive class.three times_a week with children of their own
age in a special French_environment; 2) Once a week the French specialist goes into the
Children's House classroom for spontaneous interaction with individual children;
The specialist is there for 45 minutes for a "float period" and then shares a French
collective with the entire Children's House class (mixed three, four and five year olds)
for 20 minutes;
The collective is a time for group singing, group dancing, observing one
another perform and for younger children to model after the older children.

Structured Program: Ages 3, 4 And 5
_

.

Children are immersed in a second_language experience via children's songsi.poemsi
counting games, dances, rhythtic activities, short stories and plays. These activities
focus on vocabulary_categories_that provide_a base_to build on in future_years: the body,
clothing, foods, animals, weather, days of the week, months, numbers 1730
colors,_
family, the house, places to visit, methods of transPortation, professions, cultural iti7
formation about special holidays, celebrations, unique customs and rituals of the Prench_
speaking world."These categories are not treated just individually but are interwoven via
the material and activities to integrate the child's ability to recognize, understand, and
use French in many contexta.
El-cpse-ttAtldtit

A. End of first year - 3 1/2 years
1)
Child participates in oral group work 100% of 20 minute class period (gives
attention and recites enthusiastically without fear.)
2)
Child recognizes a limited number of vocabulary words from each of the categories
above but cannot necessarily reproduce words above_
3)
Child can reproduce isolated sounda of the French language correctly
4)
Child can recite an entire poem or sing songs from memory with one_or two other
children in front of a larger group (not necessarily 100% accurately):.
5)
Child takes language experience back to classrocoa and spontaneously sings or
recites fragments during day;
6)
Child can manipulate ca3sette player in classroom and chooses freely to listen to
French tapes

B. End of second year - 4 1/2 - 5 years
1)
Child participates in oral group work 100% of the time (20 minutes) - gives full
attention and recites enthusiastically without fear within group
Child masters and reproduces without help a limitea.number of vocabulary words
2)
from the above categories
Child reproduces_without help the songs, the poems and rhymes for the rest of the
3)
grioupin_informal presentations
Child understands sitple questions: Comment_ca va?_ Comment t'appelles-tu?_ QUel
4)
and can offer
De quelle couleur est-ce?
a ge as-tu?_ Qui est-ce? QUi est
an answer in French.
;Child_understands and can obey commands in French - Ecoutez, r.tpetez, chantez,
5)
regardez, ouvrez, fermez, dansez, marchez, sautez, pleuraz;. nigez, donnez;:
ne touchez pas, levez-vous, asseyez-vous, touchez, bougezi.gliasez, paSsez
6)
Child can count to twenty in French
7)
Child can identify colors in French
_

_

.
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C. End of third year_
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

10)
11)

12)
13)

Child can followdirections in French
Child can name thildren in tlaSarCom by French name__
Child cad recite without heSitatiOn and with accuracy_songs; ptemS and
rhyMes
Chila can perform dances spontandOUSly_ without adult supervision_
Child uses simple_expressionS in French spontaneously in appropriate
COnteicts
Child has a wide vocabulary base in the above categoriesii.e.has
maStered V-Odabu=
lary that can be spontaneously called forth
Child can count toio in Fretch_uith the group
Chila can give commands in_Frenth
Child can memorize and participate in thOrt skits without fear and
internaliZe
Ocpressions for spontaneous later dhe
Child tan accurately pronounce all French stands and can repeat lengthy
sound
Seghentes_without difficulty
Child begitia_to associate written words with oral Words previously learned:
verbs;
objects in -classroom, French names
Child reads SiMple vocabulary accurately: Animals, body parts; numbers, colors
Children can take Frendh Songs and accompany themselves Oh bellt, Xylophone or
rhythmic sticks
.

lementary I

EMphaSis_is_on developing listening and pronUnciation skills;
The class ShOUld be
conducted entirely in French in order to opan the thild's
ear to the language and CO get
a feeling fOr thertythm of the language;
The children learn vocabulary words.by listening tO the adult
speak the words, and
they then derive_the meaning through visual aids suth as
picturesi_objects, or actions.
The children mimic_what is spoken.
Pronunciation can be_thecked immediately. Through
French songs; poems;_dialOgues, OlaYsi games, simple
4Uestions_and.anaWersithe children
interact with each_other in Fren-ch. It is important that_the_children_be
Comfortable in
a second-language environment, and_56 spontaneous use of the_language
is
endOuraged.
Each_level meets three times a week fOr 30 Minutes with approximately 10
CO 12 Students
per French class; The_class may be_diVided into
two groups for_a_15 minute clasS_in order
tO giVe_ more individual attention, depending on the lesson._ The_teacher
spend/3 30 minuteS
pet Week in each level's classroom. Frendh Cassette tapes
are also in each clastirOOM.
Expect-atimat

age 6

1.

The children choose a French name that they will use as their
own in class. This
gives them a new identity and role to play that they
can be comfortable with in a
different environment.

2_

Emphasis is entirely on_pronunciation and listening skills_so
that the Child's ear
becomes accustomed to diverse sound combinations;
Thus
the
Children
develop an ear
fOr the language and good comprehenSion skills.
The sounds will be very familiar to
them and they will not have to struggle to hear and
pronounce Chem.
It dOes_take time for the child to bectiad accustomed
to this environment, so recitation iS done by the entire group in the beginning; not
by indiviauals.

4;
J.

Singing is a relaxing way to learn pronunciation and -grammatical
structure;
A_phonetic spelling prOgrAM ia begun'mid-year.
The children listen to French tapes /den=
tifying pictures painted on_darda.
They then_read the work identifYing the picture and
copy it onto paper. This teaches the:1i Sound/symbol
associations.
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lubjects covered in Laxel_I
1;

Salutations, the body, clothing, feeds, anithalsi weather,
1 to 30, colors, the family, the house, school.

2.

Songs and Poems that can be dramatized.

3.

Simple -er verbs that can be re:cted out.

4.

Prepositiona.

ays of the week, numbetS

Curriculum and expectations for age 7
1.

The children begin to master material that they were exposed to in level 1.

2.

They recite songs and dramatize posts independentlyi and comprehend simple
and answers;

3.

They retain vocabulary and begin to initiate ita use.

questions

4.The spelling program begins the last half of the 6th year and continuee in the 7th year
through_approXimately 10 lessons;
5;
The Children learn to read vocabulary that was learned orally. This iS Oadd to label
objects with the Written word.
6;

Later in the year they CoeStruct and read simple sentences;

L:urricuIum and expectations-far-ate-8
1;

The Children initiAte USe of Vodabulari they have learned through dialogues, plays,
puppet shows; and dramatized potta. Some French plaYs and poems are performed for
level I and II;

2.

More spontaneous speaking occurs.

3.

The children learn subject pronouns, d njugate -er verbs, and analyze sentence
structure;

4.

They read simple stories and answer questions about them.

5.

Spelling lessons continue to teach vocabulary and sound sythol abeediations.
lessons are covered.

6;

The geography of France is mapped out.
several provincea.

7.

Culture IS Also learned through French songs, stories, fairy tales, celebrations, and

About 10

A culture Unit is presented.Ot Paris and/or

cooking.
C.

The children learn nameS of instruments, professions, places to go and means of getting
there; numbers 1 to 100.

10
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0. A4jective agreement and dictionary work begins later
in the year.

U. The children should be able_to reproduce all of the
French speech sounds of isolated
words and phraSes with correct
pronunciation and intonation;

12;

They should be coMfortable in a_second labguagt enVironment,
using a second lailmiage
with adOlt and piers* and understanding the genetal Meaning
of what they hear, nOt
always indiVidual words.
Thev_should realize that their potential to ComMunicate -with
others is as great in a tecOnd language as in their own;

?trench
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FRENCH OUTLINE AND EXPECTATIONS

Elementary IL
Children at_this level come With a strong oral background in French from_the
Elementary
I and Children's House programs_
They have internalized the_sounds of the French language
and can reproduce them accuratelY as well as comprehend siMple questions
and simple
conversation.
Children in the nine to 11 year old level seek more structure in their language
experience
They are more conscious of their peer group and subsequent criticiSM
froM them; which makes
them more reserved in the actiVities in class.
Spontaneou.s explosions di second language
use do not occur as frequently as on the younger levels,_even theUgh
the children have a
Sophisticated vocabulary built over_several_years and a confidence
in
their language ability.
There is a need for detailed work With the_language and
a
need
to
move
intO the written
language. Emphasis is placed upon
deVeldping reading, writing; spelIitq and graMMar skills
at the EleMentary II level;

At the Elementary II_level the students meet twice a_week for
language lessons.
The French specialist also directs a weekly culture collective in the
regular
classroom. _The Oollective includes nine through eleVen
year olds and as in the
Children's House collectiVe focusses on modeling behavior.
The teacher does a short
15 to 20 minute presentation on some aspect of the French speaking
world and then
presents a task which must be accomplished in small grOUps.
The older children
are group leaders and are responsible for delegating tasks_to
the younger children
in their group. Themes_such as "France:
Its geography and its history", "French
in North America" and "French Weat Africa" have
been chosen for different years.

Curriculum_for_Age-a-and-Other beeinniny students to Elementary-II-ptherith
This group meets

two

times a Week for 1/2 hoUr lessons in the French envirtinMeht.

1. Students at this level begin
reading very simple Cartoons using vocabulary familiar
to them.
2' Phonetic work is continued through work
with simple sentences that are memorized;
recited and spelled.
3. Beginning grammar is_introduced: Verb conjugation,
pronouns, noun gender and number,
articles; adjective agreement.
4.
SiMple dialogues from Beginning---Franth-Reader (National Textbook)
are read aloud,
memorized and then studied for dictation. Ckeative dramatics
are
used
to pOrttay
the stOrieS.
_

5. Simple fairy_tales are read for
comprehension. Putip6t shows are then created frotil
the story_and presented to_Children's House.
6. Simple writing exercises of_cartoons, poems and
dialogues are structured so that the
children can follow an outline aad personalize it by substituting
in their own
Creative work.
7; Ciatural units on Noel,_le Toussaint, French scientists,
FrenchiireVinCeS (hiatery,
atti_fOod, music and dance) are_preSented.at appropriate times.
& At the end of the year the children int-dip-Orate some of their
French work ih their
perfOtarance for the parents.

Expectatious-for-ene 9 year old completing the firsr-year of the
Elementary II_nroAraM
1)
2)

3)

An awareness of the extent of the French speaking world.
They should know where
French Is spoken in the world and what people_who_live there
are like.
An understanding of the elementary grammar concepts and an ability to identify:
verbs, nouns (their gender and number), adjectives (and to make them agree),
articles.,
pronouns and the two irregular verbs - 'etre, aller.
An ability to use the Verb "Aller": to ask questions "Ora vas-tu " and
to anewer with
.
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4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

10)
11)
12)
13)

a variety of responses using the appropriate a, a la, a I',
au, or EUX form.
to associate the written Word with its correct pronounciation,
and a
skill in phonetically-sounding out Worda.
An ability to read with comprehension and to read aloud
with fluency in French.
An ability to independently use the language in simple writing
exerciSeS, but not
with total spelling accuracy;
An ability to use the French dictionary with ease.
An ability to research cultural projects.
Am ability to memorize and recite accurately short dialogues,_poems
and plays in Frenct
Seventy five per cent of the words on a spelling test
are spelled correctly.
Enthusiastio_participation in singing and in_group oral
Confidence in their own pronounciation and confidence in
recalling vocabulary.,
An ability to translate a simple French sentence into English
through identification
of the parts of speech.
An

Carriculum f r

10 or other_setond-Level Students in the El

ram

This_group meets two
times a week for 1/2 hour lessons in the French'enVirbhMeht
but
is also expected to do independent grammar work out of
Fun With _French
( AMSCO SchoolPublitations. Inc. ?
as homework. _The French specialist is in the Elementary II
environment once a week for forty five minutes to answer questions
and follow up Oh the
children's work.
1)

Grammar lessons in

2)

Presentation of irregular Verb conjugations: aller, avoir, and INitaS
well as regular
=er verb conjugations.

3)

Work with verb idioms.

4)

Expansion of adjective vocabulary_and more difficult adjective
cularly work with plural agreement.:..

Fun With_French

agreements, parti-

5)

Work with negation; interrogatives;

6)

Weekly oral and snelline work done independently
in the claasroom from cassette
lessons focuseing on familiar tiOuns and verbs.
Reading of simple stories for toMprehension and phonetic work;
-140-11S-i-e-tit-11-4-Ve-t-;
Beginning French Reader;

7)

possession, future-progressive; time; dates.

8)

Writing simple poems, cartoons and dialogues.

9)

Cultural_songs and_dances.
It is suggested that those intereated prepare a musical
accompaniment td Childien'S House songs;

10)
11)

Cultural research on French artists;

An informal presentation Of a ahbit play based on a story they've read during the
year;

EkPectations for the 10 year_old_complering-the-second year of the Elementary II_Rragram
1)
2)
1)

An understanding of the grammar conceptS taught.
AA ability to read aloud in French with accurate pronunciatibh and fluency.
A comprehension_of short StdrieS read in French.
An ability to formulate sitple Sentences in Frenth to answer written questions about
material read.
_

4)

lea,
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5.

6.
7;

3.
9;

10=

An ability tO_Write Simple_poems and dialogues without total spelling ad-Curacy.
Children develop reSpOnSible work habits for preparing the spelling and dictation
work; as well as their independent grammar work in Yin With Fraits1
An ability to research natural projects.
An ability to use the French dictionary_with ease.
Confidence in their oral and reading_skillS.
An ability to do simplatraftslation French to English, and English to Vrenth.

Curriculum for age 11 and younger students-who-haVe advanced oral skills
_Thia group meets
twice
a week for 1/2 hour lessons in the Prench
iS also expected to do independent grammar work out of -Passeport-FrangaiS
Company) during class time or as homework.
The French specialist iS in the
environment once a week for 45 minutes to answer questions and follow up on
work.

1)

2)

3)
4)
5)
6)

environment, but
(D.C. Heath &
Elementary II
the children's

Continuation of independent grammar work in Fasseport Francais nook 1 Em Routo.
Iti alternate years We use Book 2
alut.
Presentation of disjunctive pronound, cOMmand forms of verbs; irregular spellings
for -er verbs; additional itrtgulat Verbs "voir" and "faire"; and "venir"; vocabulary in weather and geography and beginning work in_!-ir and -re verb conjugations;
A short novel read in French: .LZS-Witig-trell-dii-Lat Champlain (Aquila Editions);
Other short stories, poems, cartoons read and_discussed_in French-.
Writing pOeMS, short dialogues and plays in French based on stories the Children
have read._
ImprovisationS Of atOries the children have read to encourage spontaneous 118e
of the language.

Intensive work on a 20 minute French play based on a well known fairy tale, in which
scriptsare read and memorized, parts rehearsed and then the play presented as a
polished piece for the parent community.
-Expent-a-tiOnt-fOr the 11 year old completing his third,year in _Elemantaty-II
1)

2)
3)

4)
5)
6)
)

Children complete on time and understand independent grammar work with little Super=
vision from the specialist.
Children comprehend French Stories read independently.
Children can sight read with ACCdrate prOhunciation and intonation patterns.
Children are able to compose correct grammatical sentences in French in order to
answer oral or written questions.
Children can independently compose_a short poem or dialogue in Frenth that reflects
VO-cabulaxy learned over the years and_iuterndized grammatical_structures.
Children are able to learn a lengthy part in_a French play and act in it With pre=
CiSe_intOnation; correct pronunciation and feeling_for_the language.
Children haVe_a Curiosity and enthusiasm for further second language acquisition
(French tit Other).
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FRENCH OUTLINE-AND-EXPECTATIONS

Junior High
The Junior Higp group meeta three times a week for 1/2
high_enVironment; LessonS ate Otepared to develop_all Skillhour lessons in the junior
areas of language acquisition:
speaking, listening, reading and wriciLA._ The
studentS_Wcitk out of a textbook: PassePort
fran-O-a4S- , which is supplemented from other
texts as the need Arises.

We offer MO leVels of language study atche
Junior High level: an adVanced
beginning level and_an intermediate leveL Students are_plaCed
in the level most
appropriate for theit MaStery of writing and reading Skilla.
_In the scheduled hour.and a half of French time per_week,_we
do OMC grammar work, a
-reading eXerCise, oral work and written Comprehension
exercises; Homework is giVen for each
leSSOn. Students are required
to tUrn in assignments regularly, to meet deadlinea, and to
prepare for unit tests every 6 to 8 weekS.

An_opportUnity Co experience the language in a non=structured
wav_occut8 tWice a Month
during a French lunch period when students sit with the French specialist
and
simply converse in Frendh While eating.
,

Field trips to French playi to museum exhibits:, to filmS
and co concerts are incorporated into the Junior High Otogtam ac appropriate
times;

CurriculuM f r 12 through 13_ye4r-OldS-

Advanced Beginning
1.

2.

Students work on grammar units from the textbook series Passe-part Francais
Book 1 (En Route) or Book 2 (Salut).
Grammar study includes a review of -er verb conjugation, a presentation of
-re verb conjugation And =ir verb conjugation and work with the irregular
verbs
eller, 'etre, and avoir.
:

3;

4;
5;
EG

7;

8

.

We also continue work With adjective agreement, the partitive; prepositions
the interrogative, negation, possessive and emphatic pronoUna.
Students are ekpetted_to memorize dialogues;
Oral work_iS ddhe hcith spontaneously and with structured drillS ftom tapes
accompanying the textbook series.
Students are_dkOeCted to develop simple stories in Frenth froM Cartoon sketches.
The firSt half of the year short reading_assignments Using tUtrent vocabulary
we are studying_dre given. The second half of the year the Students_read
a beginning to interMediate reader in French: Les_Mons_tc---d-ti- Let Champlain
or le-s--GaM-i-enS-ArriVent
by Acquila Editions;
Students can opt to partiCipate in a state wide oral contest, préSenting
poems, SongS or_playS._
Students study French hiStOry through a time line of important hiStOrical
personnages and the Client§ Of their time.

Intermediate
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

10.
11.

Students work out of the gramaar textbooks Passeport Francais Book
3 ( Bon Voyage ) and Book 4 (C'est la Vie ).
Present tense conjugation of regular -er, ir and re verbs is reviewed.
Irregular verb conjugation is begun.
Reflexive verbs are studied.
Object placement is studied with the adverb y and with direct and
indirect objects.
Past tense verb work iS introduced.
Students continue to work with oral drills on tapes a d to memorize
dialogues.
Periodic compostions are written in French.
An intermediate reader, Chemins Dangereux, by EMC is read and is accompanied
by tapes.
Students are asked to do a trimester project that goes beyond work
assigned in class.
They may attend a play, a film, a French r.2;taurant,
prepare a French meal, read a French book or magazine, interview a
French person or write a poem or story in French.
Students may opt to participate in a statewide oral competition where
they learn a song, poem or play.
Students participate in a nationwide written French exam.
Students study French history through a time line of important historical
personnages and the events of their time.

Expectations of the Junior High Program
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

Students develop greater independence in their language work.
students are able to_synthesize information from the lessons in the
Passeport Français series and are able to use it in various contexts;
one of them being a formal test on the material.
Students are able to use their oral and written French capacity creatively.
Students are able to carry on a converSation in French on a variety of
subjects in a nonrestrained,nonstructured French luncheon period.
Students are able to comprehend a_short French novel read independently.
Students have internalized a timeline of historical events occuring
in France which directly influenced the development of Western civilization.

7.

Students feel confident in their uSe of French and are willing to enter
areas ofcompetition without fear.
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